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                                     Instructions CD 2 

 
 

Greatest 1 Command in the Last Day 
 
 
    1. In the last day, many will come to Jesus and say, “Lord, Lord, did we not praise you, give glory and 
honor to your name? Did we not build great churches, give 10%, and keep your Sabbath? Weren’t we 
outwardly religious enough for you?” (Matt. 7: 21- 23) Then Jesus will answer, “Don’t you remember when I 
was on earth I once said, ‘For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me 
something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me …” (Matt. 25: 
31-36) If you did good for someone here on earth, you would have done it for me; in fact, this is the only way 
to reach me or affect me. I tried very hard to get Peter to love John, Andrew to love James, Bartholomew to 
love Philip, and Matthew to love Thomas and vice versa, but they kept trying to show love towards me alone. 
I knew, deep down inside, that it wasn’t true love coming from inside them, but affection tainted with ulterior 
motives. They wanted something in return for their allegiance, like power, money or glory. (Mark 10: 37) But, 
the only way they were to truly love me, was to truly love each other, as I had loved them. (St. John 13: 34) In 
that way, I would have known that I had rubbed off on them. Consequently, when they would have tried to 
show any affection towards me, I would have believed them. It took a while, but most of them learned 
eventually. Do you think that I, or the Father in heaven, are concerned with simply our own well being? 
Remember, the Father and I, are the same yesterday, today, and forever.” (Hew. 13: 8)     
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     2. Parts of the lyrics, to Michael Jackson’s song “ABC” read as follows: “I’m gonna teach you all about 
love…it’s easy as 1 2 3…the Branches of the learning tree…that’s how easy love can be…” 
    
     3. Like Michael’s song, the best way to view the content of our Learning Tree CDs is in numerical order 
from 1-2-3. After completing these Instructions (if you haven’t already) and for reasons that will become self 
evident, we recommend that you begin with CD No. 1, which contains all of Robert D. Brinsmeads’s material. 
First, read CD No. 1’s Instructions, which are more explicit than these instructions; then please explore the 
Copyrights, Contents and the Foreword also found on CD No. 1, which are located in its second Main folder. 
Second, before anything else (and using CD No.1’s Contents as a locator) please begin with Robert D. 
Brinsmead’s inspirational three part videos. And third, please read his Journals: “Justification by Faith Re-
Examined”, and “Jesus and the Law, which is combined with his Essay: “The Historical Method”; here are 
direct links:              https://greatest1command.com/cd1_sabbatarianism_reexamined.pdf 
 
https://greatest1command.com/cd1__jesus_and_the_law_the_historical_method_back_to_jesus_before_christianity.pdf  
 
     However, if one does not turn to CD No. 1, The Roots, we suggest that one continues the process of 
reading in the order of 1-2-3, which begins with these present Instructions from Folder No. 1. Ironically, like 
in the movie “The Matrix”, no one can be told what the matrix is for they have to [SEE] it with their physical 
eyes; but in our real world it would be through the mind’s eye, heart and soul. We are showing just how deep 
one must travel in acquiring and retaining the information contained in these 2 CDs, so that, one can [SEE] 
just how deep the Rabbit’s hole goes, or shall we say, just how deep the true Spiritual/Matrix/Bondage is; as 
expounded by these 2 prophetic CDs! 
    Thereafter, we highly recommend, that you do turn to CD No. 1: The Roots– for fruits come after the roots 
and are an outgrowth of them. As we alluded in the Instructions from CD No. 1, there is no cheating 
knowledge, for example, if one wants to earn a black belt in Karate, he must first learn the preliminary and 
fundamental maneuvers. Therefore, we recommend having a good understanding of CD No. 1; then, the 
viewer will see just how much the fruits have been influenced by the roots. Consequently, the proceeding 
information from The 2 Olive Trees CDs will help our provocative on-line video show the correlation between 
the world’s True Spiritual Matrix and the Mechanical Matrix of the movie: “The Matrix”. And together, we 
will achieve Heaven on Earth! And remember, in sequence, before proceeding to the appropriate numbered 
folder; finish all contents of each folder, in both CDs, by watching, listening or reading, in the order of 1- 2- 3.                                                                  
 
                                             Http://Greatest1command.com  

  
One Final Note: For reasons given in the Instructions on CD No. 1, we believe our provocative video 
entitled, “A Phone Call from Angelneo3; the True Spiritual Matrix” will get people’s attention, for it alludes 
to the Man of Lawlessness and the Rebellion/Armageddon of 2 Thessalonians chapter 2. In the future, please 
e-mail the link to others and the Rebellion will occur, for the time has come to enter Armageddon together. 
(Rev. 17: 14) Here is the link to what many will deem as an infamous video (The video will start with rings, 
similar to the old movie, “Lawn Mower Man” starring Pierce Brosnan):   
                                                      
                                                      https://vimeo.com/281911858?ref=em-   
     share&fbclid=IwAR13l9uTPLniJBKk1mhN7SWnq1Q529ZaW960KshMMV9Q2HZghf_Pgy0Z_Ss 


